Interrelationships of alcohol consumption, actions of alcohol, and biochemical traits.
Voluntary alcohol consumption, acute tolerance, and central nervous system (CNS) sensitivity to ethanol are potentially informative measures concerning human alcoholism. Little is understood regarding the associations among these parameters or between these traits and neurochemical processes such as brain protein or brain enzyme activities. A powerful strategy is to assess a large number of characteristics simultaneously on all individuals as a heterogeneous sample. This permits rapid screening of a large number of variables with respect to their interrelationships. Identification can thus be made of those variables that are elements of the caudal nexus, and subsequent experimental research can attack the problem of identifying mechanisms. The present study employed mice from the HS/Ibg stock which is maintained by systematic random mating to assure genetic heterogeneity. The results demonstrate that voluntary ethanol consumption and acquisition of acute tolerance to ethanol were positively associated, whereas these measures were not significantly related to CNS sensitivity to ethanol. In addition, ethanol preference was inversely related to soluble brain protein. The activities of the soluble enzymes from brain, aldehyde reductase and glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase, were not significantly associated with ethanol preference, acquisition of acute tolerance, or CNS sensitivity to ethanol. Unexpectedly, more than 30 percent of the variance in voluntary alcohol consumption could have been predicted from the measurements of acquisition of acute tolerance, and vice versa.